Welcome to the inaugural issue of The KLI Newsletter! A new KLI calls for Writing-up Fellows. ‘‘Dealing with diversity in the sciences’’ is the first of multiple sessions to occur in the coming months. Read more... Earlier this year, several KLI Fellows self-organized a series of thematic calls focused on the sustainability theme: ‘‘Dealing with diversity in the sciences’’ seeks to understand, explore, and implement evolutionary theories for the problem of biodiversity loss that prevailed throughout most of the 20th century. Read more... A new KLI collaboration recruited an excellent cohort that complemented our earlier thematic call. Last year, a new ‘‘thematic’’ fellowship call on the sustainability of human health in these troubled times, ‘‘Dealing with diversity in the sciences’’ (Stockholm Resilience Center, Stockholm University) seeks to develop new thinking in evolutionary developmental biology to for new thinking in evolutionary developmental biology. A new KLI collaboration recruited an excellent cohort that complemented our earlier thematic call.

RECENT EVENTS

Biological Theory at 15!

A happy birthday to our journal Biological Theory at 15! We also share with you ideas and experiences we’ve been working on at the KLI. Instead of the usual presentation and Q&A format, Guido Guidi embarked on a one-month journey to the breathtaking result— an epic documentary of a 150 km expedition, on foot, through uncharted territory. Read our report “We will give the forest a voice!” and join us on April 22nd for ‘‘The Future of the Ivindo Rainforest’’ talk event. In remembrance of our first president, we have developed a new method to foster genuine engagements and communication with the affiliates and friends of the KLI. It will open up new ways of understanding, exploring, and implementing evolutionary theories for the problem of biodiversity loss that prevailed throughout most of the 20th century. Read more... A new call for Writing-up Fellows. ‘‘Dealing with diversity in the sciences’’ is the first of multiple sessions to occur in the coming months. Read more... Earlier this year, several KLI Fellows self-organized a series of thematic calls focused on the sustainability theme: ‘‘Dealing with diversity in the sciences’’ seeks to understand, explore, and implement evolutionary theories for the problem of biodiversity loss that prevailed throughout most of the 20th century. Read more... A new KLI collaboration recruited an excellent cohort that complemented our earlier thematic call. Last year, a new ‘‘thematic’’ fellowship call on the sustainability of human health in these troubled times, ‘‘Dealing with diversity in the sciences’’ (Stockholm Resilience Center, Stockholm University) seeks to develop new thinking in evolutionary developmental biology to for new thinking in evolutionary developmental biology.

EDITORIAL

A Home to Theory that matters.

In this first issue, we feature the backstory of a collaborative paper written by KLI fellows on the phenomenon of the total environment. They came to an alarming conclusion: the pandemic in terms of feedback between the three spheres of the Anthroposphere. They came to an alarming conclusion: the pandemic in terms of feedback between the three spheres of the Anthroposphere. They came to an alarming conclusion: the pandemic in terms of feedback between the three spheres of the Anthroposphere. They came to an alarming conclusion: the pandemic in terms of feedback between the three spheres of the Anthroposphere. They came to an alarming conclusion: the pandemic in terms of feedback between the three spheres of the Anthroposphere. They came to an alarming conclusion: the pandemic in terms of feedback between the three spheres of the Anthroposphere. They came to an alarming conclusion: the pandemic in terms of feedback between the three spheres of the Anthroposphere.